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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 
TEZPUR 

  PRESENT: SRI KAUSHIK KUMAR SHARMA 

                       ADDL. CJM, TEZPUR 

                                GR:  2479/11 

                                U/S 279/338/427 of IPC 

                 STATE OF ASSAM……………………PROSECUTION 

                               v. 

                 Sri Taher Ali…………………ACCUSED 

Ld. Advocates: For Prosecution………Md. Hussain Ld.Addl.PP, Smti 
P.Hazarika, Ld. APP. 

                           For Defence……..Smti Mouchumi Bhagawati Ld. 
Advocate. 

Evidence Recorded on: 09.1.17, 28.3.17, 23.5.17, 19.6.17. 

Argument heard on: 30.6.17  

Judgment delivered on: 30.6.17 

                                            J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution’s case , in brief, is that, on 12.11.11, at about 5:15 PM, 

the accused, Md. Taher Ali, had driven a truck, bearing regd no. AS 01 

BC 4396, at a high speed, in a rash and negligent manner, and lost 

control over the truck. As the result, the truck had broke into the 

compound of the informant, Sri Prasanta Kumar Hazarika, hit his 

mother, Smti Padumi Hazarika and eventually, broke into the furniture 

house of Sri Dipul Hazarika, causing injury to his mother and extensive 

damage to properties. Hence, the case. 

2. The informant had lodged the FIR on 12.11.11 at Bihaguri Police 

Outpost. Accordingly, Tezpur P.S Case no.1261/11 u/s 279/338/427 of 
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IPC was registered. After investigation, the charge  sheet was filed u/s 

279/338/427 of IPC.  

3. After furnishing of copies of relevant materials to the accused, the 

particulars of the offences u/s 279/338/427 of IPC were explained to 

the accused, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. The prosecution had examined 7 witnesses, including the M.O. and I.O. 

After the closure of the prosecution’s evidence, the accused was 

examined u/s 313 of IPC, where he had denied commission of any 

offence. The defence side adduced no evidence. Heard arguments. 

 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

a) Whether the accused had driven the truck, on 12.11.11, at about 5:15 

PM, on a public way, in a rash or negligent manner, as to endanger 

human life or to be likely to cause hurt or injury to any other person? 

b) Whether the accused, had caused grievous hurt to Smti Padumi 

Hazarika, by hitting her , while driving the truck and breaking into her 

compound, on 12.11.11 at about 5:15 PM, in a rash or negligent 

manner? 

c) Whether the accused had caused mischief, by causing damage to the 

properties of the informant and the furniture  shop of  Sri Dipul 

Hazarika, on the said day and time? 

 

DISCUSSION AND DECISION BASED ON REASON: 

5. In this case, the prosecution has examined all together 7 witnesses, 

including M.O. and I.O. The informant of this case, PW3, Sri Prasanta 

Kr. Hazarika, had stated, in his evidence, that he does not recognize the 

accused and at the time of the incident, he was inside his house. He 

also stated that as he was inside his house, he cannot say how the 

incident had taken place, why it had occurred and for whose fault, it 
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had occurred. It is also in his evidence that he came out after hearing 

the sound. Hence, it is clear that he did not witness the incident 

happening, and thus, his narration of the incident, that the truck was 

driven at high speed from the side of Tezpur towards the side of 

Dhekiajuli, broke inside their compound, hit his mother, Smti Padumi 

Hazarika, and broke the nearby furniture shop, appears to be on the 

basis of what has been reported to him. In other words, from his 

evidence alone, it cannot be held to have been established that the 

truck was being driven in a rash or negligent manner.  

6. The evidence of PW2, Smti Padumi Hazarika, who is the mother of the 

informant and the injured, is not consistent with the prosecution’s case. 

In her evidence, she has stated that at the time of the incident, she was 

sleeping in her house, and when she came out, a piece of bamboo fell 

on her leg. But she does not know from where that bamboo came. She 

also stated that she did not see the truck and did not see any incident.  

7. Thus, the evidence of PW2, contradicts the evidence of PW3 in 

particular and the prosecution’s case in general. In fact, if the evidence 

of PW2 is believed, it implies that there was no incident as projected by 

the prosecution. Likewise, if the evidence of PW6, the M.O, Dr. Indrani 

Gogoi, is analysed, it makes it unlikely that the injury sustained by PW2, 

was caused by the collision of a speeding truck. PW6, in her evidence, 

has stated that on her examination, she found a tender swelling of size 

6mm x 6mm, below the right knee. There is no evidence to show that 

grievous injury was caused to her. 

8. On similar footing, the evidence of PW4, Sri Suchen Hazarika, does not 

prove that the accused was driving the truck in a rash or negligent 

manner. He stated that he was present inside a Naamghar, at the time 

of the incident, and came out after hearing commotion. He stated that 

the truck had broken the wall of the house of the informant, broken 
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down the furniture shop and his wall. The ring of his well was also 

damaged. However, his narration of these events are also based on 

what he had seen after the incident had occurred. He has clearly stated 

that he did not see the incident, meaning thereby, that he did not see 

how the truck was being driven and in what condition the truck broke 

the wall of the informant and the furniture house. That is why, he has 

stated that he does not know, why the truck came inside and for whose 

fault, it had occurred.  

9. PW5, Sri Dipul Hazarika, who is the owner of the furniture shop, which 

was damaged by the collision, has stated, in his evidence that the 

incident took place on the national highway. At the time of the incident, 

he was present in his house. A truck coming from the side of Tezpur, 

had lost control, and hit the mother of the informant, and thereafter 

struck his furniture shop. As a result of the collision, his shop and motor 

cycle were damaged. Thereafter, the truck went inside the house of 

Susen Hazarika and struck the wall.  

10. PW5 was also not a eye-witness of the incident as to how the truck was 

being driven. He stated that why and for whose fault the incident had 

taken place, he cannot say for whose fault, the incident had occurred. 

11. Similarly, PW1, Sri Biren Hazarika, in his evidence has stated that he 

had signed on the seizure lists, Ext 1 and Ext 2. But he does not know 

about the incident.   

12. In the light of the above, I am of the view that the evidences of PW3, 

PW4 and PW5, do prove the fact that the truck, had broken the wall of 

the informant, the shop of PW5 and the wall of PW4, causing damage 

to properties, but the evidence on record, is not sufficient to prove that 

the accused was driving the truck in a rash or negligent manner. It is a 

settled legal principle, that the maxim res ipsa loquitur, is not applicable 

in the case of proving offences u/s 279/338 of IPC. In other words, the 
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fact that  the truck, had damaged the wall, then the shop and 

thereafter, another wall, does not prove that the accused must have 

been driving the same rashly or negligently, in the absence of direct 

evidence, as to the manner in which the truck was being driven. 

 

13. Thus, the basic ingredient of the offence u/s 279/338 of IPC, i.e rash or 

negligent driving is not fulfilled. 

 

14. In the context of offence u/s 427 of IPC, it is not proved that the 

accused driver had the intention or knowledge to cause damage of 

properties. It was a case of accident. Hence, the mens rea to cause 

mischief, is not present.  

15. In the light of the above, I am of the view that the prosecution has 

failed to prove the guilt of the accused, Md. Taher Ali, u/s 279/338/427 

of IPC, beyond reasonable doubt. The accused is acquitted from the 

charge u/s 279/338/427 of IPC, and is set at liberty forthwith.  

16. The judgment is pronounced in the open court on this 30th of June, 

2017. The judgment is prepared under my hand and seal of this Court . 

17.  The case is, accordingly, disposed of. 

 

                                                       (K.K. Sharma) 

                                                     ADDL. CJM, TEZPUR 
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                                ANNEXURE 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED BY THE PROSECUTION 

EXT.1:  SEIZURE LIST 

EXT 2:  do 

EXT 3: FIR 

EXT4: SEZIURE LIST 

EXT5: ZIMMA NAMA 

EXT6: MEDICAL REPORT 

EXT 7: SEZIURE LIST 

EXT 8: MVI REPORT 

EXT9:  do 

EXT 10: BAIL BOND 

EXT 11: CHARGE SHEET 

 

 

                                      ADDL CJM, TEZPUR 

 

 


